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At Stephanie Johnson, Travel Chic 
is more than just our motto. It’s a 
lifestyle. It’s about the intersection 
of fashion and function. It’s about 
creating a stylish haven for all 
of the essentials that make you 
look and feel beautiful. It’s about 
streamlining your suitcase, your 
carry-on, and your handbag. It’s 
about having options – with bags 
that offer removable components 
and multiple compartments so 
that you can divide and conquer. 
It’s about adding that irresistible 
pop of color, that gorgeous 
textile, that one-of-a-kind print 
to your vanity, or to your life at 
30,000 feet. It’s about making it 
personal. It’s about making it yours.

Stephanie Johnson launched 
her namesake line of cosmetic 
cases and travel accessories in 
1999 after leaving a career as a 
successful telecommunications 
executive to pursue her passion 
for uniquely compartmentalized 
design. A frequent flier, world 
traveler,  and consummate 
organizer, Johnson sought to 

create a destination-inspired line 
of travel toiletry cases that was 
as practical as it was pretty. 
The result is what we like to call 
beautiful utility: versatile pieces 
designed to simplify your life, but 
stunning enough to carry and 
wear as a stand-alone handbag 
or accessory.

Boasting eye-catching silhouettes 
that run the gamut from 
streamlined simple shapes to 
multi-function cosmetic valises, 
our bags possess convenient 
features like removable pouches, 
zip pockets, snap-out mirrors, 
brush pockets, and clear plastic 
overlay that makes wiping the 
interiors clean a cinch. Aesthetics 
are essential: bags feature bold 
prints and luxuriant fabrics, liners 
in contrasting splashes of color, 
and carefully chosen details like 
Turkish silk knot zipper pulls. While 
Stephanie keeps a watchful 
eye on the latest trends, she 
ultimately focuses on creating 
beautiful, durable, classic pieces 
that will stand the test of time.



Welcome to the world of Stephanie Johnson  
where we always invite you to travel chic.



Chevron straw weave in a bold palette of 
oceanic blue, vibrant violet, soft sage, delicate 
ivory and rich chocolate calls to mind the 
stunning stretch of sun-drenched coastline 
where luxurious cliff-top resorts sit poised 
above breathtaking views of the iridescent 
Mediterranean. Chocolate crosshatch trim, 
liquid gold logo plaque, tassel zipper pulls 
(select styles) and an opulent amethyst liner 
complete a collection embracing the spirit of 
what Italians call, “la dolce vita.”

Amalfi 
purple



Large Flat Pouch 

Grace Brush Case

Cassandra Large Zip Top

Jenny Train Case

 Amalfi Pink



Evocative of the striking beauty of twilight 
settling over the desert and a night sky 
illuminated by twinkling stars, tribal ikat in 
dramatic jewel tones of amethyst, turquoise, 
sapphire, onyx, chartreuse and sea foam 
pays tribute to a state known as the “Land of 
Enchantment.”  Deep violet liner and natural 
bamboo zipper pulls complete a coterie of 
cases inspired by the mysticism and magic of 
the artist’s mecca in northern New Mexico.

Taos



Small Zip Cosmetic Medium Zip Cosmetic

Large Zip Cosmetic



The exotic wonders of the Florida 
wetlands are brought to dramatic life in 
fierce, faux python.  Textured serpentine 
scales in earthy beige may not be quite 
as nature intended, but why quibble over 
details?  With a collection of cases this 
enticing, who wouldn’t want to heed the 
call of the wild!

Everglades
tan



Julianna Jewelry Case

Martha Large Briefcase

ML Traveler

Laura Large Trapezoid

Mini Pouch



Galapagos 
deep purple

Drawing inspiration from the home of 
things uncommon and rare, textured 
faux reptilian cases in supple, soft blush 
are at once primal and pretty. Gentle 
granite liner combines with metallic gold 
zipper and faux reptile trim and zipper 
pulls to complete a collection that pays 
tribute to the far-flung archipelago where 
breathtaking natural beauty and exotic 
wildlife abound.



Large Flat PouchLaure Large Trapezoid

Katie Folding CosmeticMini Pouch

Snap MirrorLuggage Tag



Galapagos  Blue

Galapagos Orchid



Galapagos Rose

Galapagos Dove

Galapagos Teal
Luggage Tag not available in Teal

Luggage Tag and Snap Mirror not available in Dove



Drawing inspiration from the home of 
things uncommon and rare, textured 
faux reptilian cases in supple, soft blush 
are at once primal and pretty. Gentle 
granite liner combines with metallic gold 
zipper and faux reptile trim and zipper 
pulls to complete a collection that pays 
tribute to the far-flung archipelago where 
breathtaking natural beauty and exotic 
wildlife abound.

Galapagos 
rose



Grace Brush Case

Katie Folding Cosmetic

Laura Large Trapezoid

These shapes available in rose only

Martha Large Briefcase

ML Traveler



Brilliant gold stars twinkle against a backdrop 
of ornate metallic gold bengaline, highlighted 
by circular accents of soft champagne.  
Dazzling gold crackle trim, gold teardrop tab 
zipper pulls and lush sapphire liner add to a 
look that is equal parts exotic and chic.  Carry 
one, and feel like the belle of Bollywood.

Mumbai
buff



Grace Brush Case

Julianna Jewelry Case

ML Traveler

Sarah Foldover Bag

Mini Pouch



Hawaii’s lush botanical gardens are brought to 
vibrant life as tropical flowers in hibiscus pink, 
cheerful yellow and sunset orange blossom 
against a backdrop of verdant leaves and 
sandy straw. Fuchsia crosshatch trim and 
natural bamboo zipper pulls put the finishing 
touches on a trio of raffia toiletry cases crafted 
to ensure that wherever your travels take you, 
a little bit of aloha will follow.

Maui



Cassandra Large Zip Top

Jenny Train Case Grace Brush Case



Organic elegance meets casual, California 
chic as spa-perfect blonde raffia melts into 
sleek black patent leather trim. Black patent 
tab zipper pulls, a signature Stephanie Johnson 
logo plaque, and a liner in deep violet serve 
to remind that while low-maintenance, this is 
a collection that’s all about luxury. 

Napa



ML Traveler

Sarah Foldover Bag

Katie Folding Cosmetic

Grace Brush Case



It’s no wonder that the ultimate hotspot to 
see and be seen would inspire a collection 
that leaves little to the imagination! A 
nod to the neon lights of South Beach, 
transparency meets a crosshatch trim 
zipper, and a signature Stephanie 
Johnson gold logo stud, completing a 
trio of clear cases that, while basic, are 
anything but boring. 

Miami
Berry 



Medium Zip Cosmetic

Side Handle Tube

Carry-All

Jumbo Zip Cosmetic

Small Zip Cosmetic



Miami Green

Miami Blue

Miami Pink



Miami Purple

Miami Cobalt

Miami Orange

Miami Charcoal



Softly-cushioned leather-like large flat pouches 
in twelve unique colors, each bearing one 
of the twelve signs of the zodiac and its 
corresponding symbol debossed onto the bag 
in metallic gold foil.  The pouches are lined in 
navy blue cotton with a repeating white zodiac 
animal print, feature an oversized metallic 
gold tassel zipper pull, and include a specially-
designed booklet containing information 
about the twelve astrological signs.

Zodiac Pouches



Large Flat Pouch

Zodiac Pre-Pack
Pre-Pack includes one (1) piece each of the 
(12) available styles, pictured above. Each bag 
is lined with a zodiac animal print and includes 
an astrology booklet (both pictured above).
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